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Senses Calm Natural

Senses Calm Harmony

Senses Rustic Vibrance

Exceptional design
Our Senses collection combines the beauty and 
warmth of a real wood surface with the resilience 
of a floor that’s easy to install and maintain. 
Our strong wood floors are created using tried-
and-true innovations such as ultimtec – a solvent-
free, ultra-resistant varnish with all the advantages 
of an oiled parquet floor; and AluLoc Prime, the 
strongest locking system that’s extra-easy to install. 

Unparalleled elegance
The Senses collection features select oak 
decors, with both refined and elegant choices, 
but also more rugged, natural wood looks. 
These magnificent, XL-sized floors are made to 
impress and uplift the mood in any room, inspiring 
and invigorating you. Feel the natural majesty of 
Senses in a floor that stirs your emotions.

Close to nature
A Senses floor will bring you a step closer to 
nature in every possible way. Made from real 
oak, this floor is created with the conscious 
and careful management of premium quality 
materials. Every single plank comes is sourced 
from responsibly managed forestry with the goal 
to keep resources in perfect balance. Senses is 
our promise of a more sustainable wood floor – 
a floor that’s made to last.

Let nature  
inside  
your soul. 

Alloc AS
Fiboveien 26
4580 Lyngdal, Norway
T +47 38 34 22 00
info@berryalloc.com 
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For those 
‘strength 
in nature’ 
moments. 

strong wood floors.

Feel the sun on your face. The warmth 
of your floor. The touch of real wood, 
surrounded by comforting sounds and the 
smell of home. Take a moment to reconnect 
with your soul and draw power from the 
nature outside – and the comfort within. 
Find balance in BerryAlloc’s first strong wood 
floors collection, Senses. Strong, yet gentle. 
Peaceful, but powerful. A beautiful blend of 
sensations to revitalise you. To re-energise 
you. To bring you home. 

An abundance 
of sensations. 



Harmony
61001273
nobb 58035755

Serene
61001274
nobb 58035683

Vibrance
61001277
nobb 58035702

Balance
61001278
nobb 58035774

Bliss
61001275
nobb 58035766

Natural
61001276
nobb 58035698

Revive
61001279
nobb 58035785

Flow
61001280
nobb 58035793

Senses Rustic Balance
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Soothing oak and gentle wood tones to suit any home. 
Want something subtle and discreet? Choose Calm, with its 
harmonious and regular markings: ideal for peaceful spaces. 
Or go for Rustic, with a livelier, more energetic feel that’ll stand 
out in any room. Remember, this is a natural product, and 
nature lives! Each plank is unique with its own singularities 
and shade variations, and will be affected by exposure to light. 
Watch your floor grow along with your spirit. 

Discover  
the collection. 

Calm. Rustic.

Pick your colour. 

Original and expressive oak. 
Authentic with a livelier appearance.

Elegant, discreet oak. Homogeneous with 
regular lines and low colour variations.

size of knots
density of knots
colour contrast

example wood choice size of knots
density of knots
colour contrast

example wood choice

Wood floors may vary from a seen wood sample. Wood is a living material, each plank is unique.  
The patterns, singularities, and colour variations created by nature are completely normal.

39 packs – 90,61 m²

0,58 m²

4 planks – 2,3232 m²

AluLoc Prime, our unique and patented aluminium 
locking system adds extra strength to our strong 
wood floors – in fact, it can hold up to 1200 kg 
per linear metre and requires no transition 
profiles for areas up to 15 x 15 m. Plus, we’ve 
enhanced the lock on the short side with improved 
recyclability and support for an even stronger, 
more sustainable lock.

This innovative, fold-down lock requires no 
extra installation tools and the addition of the 
integrated SilentSystem underlay means you 
can install these floors directly onto the subfloor. 
Can it get any easier?

The subtle beauty of an oiled parquet meets 
the easy care of a varnished wood floor. 
Ultimtec, BerryAlloc’s solvent-free varnish offers 
an exceptionally matt finish that’s especially 
resistant to scratches and wear and tear. 
Easy to clean and easy to maintain, our strong 
wood floors are not only naturally beautiful, 
but long-lasting too.

Ultimtec®.
Easy beauty

AluLoc Prime.
A stronger, more 
sustainable lock

SilentSystem 
for an easy 
installation.
All-in-one for a smooth and simple 
installation: with a built-in underlay 
connected to the floorboard, you 
won’t have to worry about choosing 
and installing a separate underlay. 
Plus, it’s sound-absorbing, reducing 
noise by more than 19 decibels.

All four bevels.
The planks in our Senses collection 
all have fully bevelled edges, to highlight 
a gorgeous plank effect.

Connect  
the power  
of nature with 
the warmth  
in your home.

It’s all in 
the details. 
Matching T-profile
Get a smooth transition between 
each room with a matching T-profile. 
Subtle, stylish, and all part of that 
perfect finish. 

Adjustable height
2350 x 44 x 11 mm 
(L x W x H)

real  
wood

extra long

strong  
floor

environmentally 
conscious

SilentSystem

AluLoc Prime

easy to  
install

easy 
maintenance


